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This study tests the statistical properties of downscaled climate data, concentrat-
ing on the rainfall which is required for hydrology predictions used in water 
supply reservoir simulations. The datasets used in this study have been produced 
by the New South Wales (NSW) / Australian Capital Territory (ACT) Regional 
Climate Modelling (NARCliM) project which provides a dynamically 
downscaled climate dataset for southeast Australia at 10 km resolution. In this 
paper, we present an evaluation of the downscaled NARCliM National Centers 
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) / National Center for Atmospheric Re-
search (NCAR) reanalysis simulations. The validation has been performed in the 
Goulburn River catchment in the Upper Hunter region of New South Wales, 
Australia. The analysis compared time series of the downscaled NARCliM rain-
fall data with ground based measurements for selected Bureau of Meteorology 
rainfall stations and 5 km gridded data from the Australian Water Availability 
Project (AWAP). The initial testing of the rainfall was focused on autocorrela-
tions as persistence is an important factor in hydrological and water availability 
analysis. Additionally, a cross-correlation analysis was performed at daily, fort-
nightly, monthly and annually averaged time resolutions. The spatial variability 
of these statistics were calculated and plotted at the catchment scale. The auto-
correlation analysis shows that the seasonal cycle in the NARCliM data is 
stronger than the seasonal cycle present in the ground based measurements and 
AWAP data. The cross-correlation analysis also shows a poor agreement be-
tween NARCliM data, and AWAP and ground based measurements. The spatial 
variability plots show a possible link between these discrepancies and orography 
at the catchment scale. 

1. Introduction 

The hydroclimate of the Australian east coast is distinct from other regions of Australia and is characterised by the influ-
ence of the Eastern Australian Current and an extended coastal mountain range, known as the Great Dividing Range (Hop-
kins and Holland 1997). The coastal area, east of the Great Dividing Range, responds differently to large scale ocean driv-
ers and experiences higher rainfall variability than west of the Great Dividing Range (Di Luca et al. 2016, Browning and 
Goodwin 2016; Kiem et al. 2016; Verdon-Kidd et al. 2010, 2016). Given that over 50% of Australia’s population resides 
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along the east coast of Australia, detailed studies are needed to improve our understanding about the rainfall variability 
that exists in this region.  

The Eastern Seaboard Climate Change Initiative (ESCCI) is a strategic project initiated and funded by the New South 
Wales (NSW) government in Australia. A major motivation for ESCCI is that the relatively narrow (100 km east to west) 
coastal strip is poorly resolved in current generation general circulation models (GCMs; grid resolution of ~250 km × 
250 km) so it has proven difficult to infer climate change trends and impacts for the region. As part of the ESCCI project, 
in this study we test a dynamically downscaled climate dataset called the NSW/ACT Regional Climate Modelling project 
(NARCliM) against ground based climate data, with the emphasis on rainfall properties that are important for the correct 
simulation of hydrology and reservoir performance (e.g. Lockart et al. 2016). NARCliM has provided dynamically 
downscaled climate data for (1) the CORDEX-AustralAsia region at 50 km, and (2) southeast Australia at a 10 km resolu-
tion. NARCliM used three configurations (R1, R2 and R3) of the weather research and forecasting (WRFv3.3) regional 
climate model (RCM) to generate both reanalysis—driven by National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) / 
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reanalysis climate data (Kalnay et al. 1996)—and future (GCM driv-
en) climate data.  

Rainfall is the key variable required for hydrology predictions used in water supply reservoir simulations (Wigley and 
Jones 1985, Sankarasubramaniam et al. 2001, Chiew 2006). In order to perform long term statistical testing of rainfall, 
long time series of site-specific daily data are needed. In principle these rainfall series can be obtained from GCMs that 
simulate global and regional climate systems (IPCC 2007). GCMs are widely used and arguably still remain the best avail-
able tools (Ji et al. 2013) for assessing the responses of global and regional climate systems. However, the outputs from 
GCMs have a spatial resolution that is too coarse for assessing hydrologic properties at the regional scale as they do not 
provide realistic daily rainfall at finer resolutions than about 200 km (Meehl et al. 2007, Kiem and Verdon-Kidd 2011). 
Therefore, downscaling techniques have been developed to resolve the resolution discrepancy between GCM climate 
change scenarios and the resolution required for hydrological impact assessment (Fu et al. 2011). These downscaling 
methods can be generalised into two types: statistical and dynamical. Statistical downscaling involves deriving statistical 
relationships between some large scale predictors and the local variable of interest (Buytaert et al. 2010, Frost et al. 2011). 
Dynamical downscaling uses the initial and time-dependent lateral boundary conditions of GCMs to achieve a higher spa-
tial resolution by nesting RCMs (Caya and Laprise 1999).  

An assessment of RCM simulations is necessary to evaluate the reliability of predictions at the hydrological catchment 
scale. A number of previous studies have looked at subsets of climate variables to evaluate RCMs, often with a focus on 
temperature and precipitation as these are the most commonly observed climate variables. Here we provide a summary of 
the studies that assess precipitation, as the focus of this paper is precipitation. 

Evans et al. (2005) investigated the performance of many variables through time simulated using four RCMs (RegCM2, 
MM5/BATS, MM5/SHEELS and MM5/OSU) including daily precipitation, seasonal precipitation, runoff, soil moisture 
and monthly mean temperature. They assessed the root mean square error (RMSE) of the modelled and observed data on a 
fairly small domain in Kansas, United States, but only for a single grid point and did not assess spatial and temporal auto-
correlations and cross-correlations between variables. Argüeso et al. (2012) evaluated the ability of the WRF RCM to sim-
ulate both the mean and extreme precipitation over Spain. In their evaluation, longer term means such as annual, seasonal 
and monthly precipitation were calculated. Although substantial errors were observed in the monthly precipitation, espe-
cially during the spring, they found that the model was largely able to capture the various precipitation regimes. Further, 
they found that the major benefits of using WRF were related to the spatial distribution of rainfall and the simulation of 
extreme events, which are two facets of climate that are difficult to estimate with GCMs. These uncertainties and limita-
tions associated with GCM outputs are comprehensively discussed in other existing papers (e.g. Parry et al. 2007, Randall 
et al. 2007, Stainforth et al. 2007, Koutsoyiannis et al. 2008, Kiem and Verdon-Kidd 2011, Stephens et al. 2012). 

Salon et al. (2008) focused on monthly averages and seasonal spatial distribution of precipitation in the drainage basin of 
the Venice lagoon. Their RCM (the ICTP RCM; Giorgi et al. 1993a, b, Pal et al. 2007) data showed a good agreement be-
tween climate observations, and monthly area averages and seasonal spatial distribution of precipitation. Further, they 
found that the monthly and annual mean frequencies of rain events were satisfactorily reproduced by the model. Evans et 
al. (2004) and Evans (2009) evaluated RCM performance in the Middle East using monthly, annual and seasonal totals of 
temperature and precipitation. As in Evans et al. (2005), the model performance was evaluated against observations using 
several statistics, including the bias, RMSE and the modified coefficient of efficiency. The RegCM2 RCM which was used 
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in Evans et al. (2004) was able to capture the spatial variability of temperature and precipitation better than the European 
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts–Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere (ECMWF-TOGA) project analyses 
despite model biases being present. Further, the RCM, based on MM5, used in Evans (2009) showed that the model was 
able to simulate the precipitation well for most of the domain, while displaying a negative bias in temperature throughout 
the year. However, the longest time resolution used in both Evans’ studies was annual while monthly was the shortest.  

To date, few studies involving high spatial‐resolution (finer than 30 km) regional climate simulations over Australia have 
been published. Song et al. (2008) evaluated a 30 year simulation (1961–1990) from the RegCM3 high-resolution climate 
model at 20 km resolution against the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) observed rainfall and temperature gridded 
(0.25° by 0.25°) monthly and daily datasets, described by Lavery et al. (1997). They found that the extent of summer mon-
soon rainfall, the winter rainfall maximum in the southwest of Western Australia, and the topographically driven high rain-
fall belt along the Great Dividing Range were well simulated by the RegCM3 model. Over southwest Western Australia 
and the Murray Darling Basin (MDB), the model had high skill in reproducing the observed probability distribution func-
tions of rainfall, maximum and minimum temperatures, but the model showed a lower probability of light rain events, and 
exhibited biases in rainfall and temperature.  

Evans and McCabe (2010) also evaluated the WRF RCM data (10 km grid resolution) driven by the lateral boundary con-
ditions of NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (the same driving data which was used in this study) against gridded precipitation and 
temperature at daily, monthly, interannual and multi-annual resolution. Their focus was on the representation of El Niño–
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and its impact on drought in the MDB with the results showing that the WRF simulations 
were able to capture the drought experienced over the MDB from ~1997–2010 (Verdon-Kidd and Kiem 2009, Kiem and 
Verdon-Kidd 2010, Gallant et al. 2012). Examining ENSO cycles showed WRF had good skill at capturing the correct 
spatial distribution of precipitation anomalies associated with El Niño/La Niña events during their 24 year (1985–2008) 
testing period. The ability of different WRF multi-physics ensembles to simulate storm systems known as East Coast Lows 
(ECLs) has also been evaluated (Evans et al. 2012, Ji et al. 2014).  

Evans and McCabe (2013) also examined the influence of model resolution on both mean climate and extreme precipita-
tion characteristics across the southeast of Australia. Using WRF they downscaled data from the CSIRO Mk3.5 GCM 
(~250 km) to 50 km and 10 km resolutions, and they found that increasing spatial resolution of model outputs tended to 
improve the simulation of present day climate, with larger improvements in areas affected by mountains and coastlines. In 
a further study, Evans et al. (2013) evaluated the bias in minimum and maximum temperature and precipitation of the rea-
nalysis driven WRF RCM simulations (50 km grid resolution) across Australia against the gridded observations of temper-
ature and precipitation of the Bureau of Meteorology's Australian Water Availability Project (AWAP). The RCM dataset 
used by Evans et al. (2013) was also used in the NARCliM project and their paper was an initial evaluation of the three 
model configurations of the WRF model (R1, R2 and R3). The results of Evans et al. (2013) showed that each RCM con-
figuration (R1, R2 and R3) was independent from the others and that R2 produced the best precipitation simulations with 
only small overestimates along the Great Dividing Range. R1 and R3 were found to overestimate precipitation over eastern 
Australia and R1 underestimated precipitation over the southwest of Western Australia.  

In this paper we focus on precipitation as it is the key climate variable required for hydrology predictions used in reservoir 
simulations. In comparison to Evans et al. (2013), who investigated the performance of precipitation on a 50 km grid 
which was generated for all of Australia (CORDEX-AustralAsia region), we use the finer resolution 10 km dataset gener-
ated only for southeast Australia. As in Evans et al. (2013) we compare the reanalysis driven datasets generated using R1, 
R2 and R3 model configurations of WRF, but our main focus is on autocorrelations (Evans focused on bias) as reservoir 
performance can be sensitive to the persistence of runoff. Further, here we evaluate NARCliM outputs against data from 
BOM rain gauges and AWAP.  

This study differs from previous studies in a number of ways. Most previous studies which assess RCM precipitation use 
aggregated monthly, seasonal or annual rainfall. In addition to monthly and annual resolutions, we also assess daily and 
fortnightly resolutions of precipitation. The major motivation to use these different time resolutions is that reservoirs of 
different capacities respond to rainfall differently; small reservoirs respond to daily variations in rainfall while large reser-
voirs respond to rainfall variations over weeks or months. 
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2. Study area 

This paper presents the analysis for a 13 000 km2 area of the Goulburn River catchment (Figure 1) which is located in the 
Upper Hunter region of NSW, Australia. The climate of the Goulburn River catchment is semi-arid to arid. The average 
annual rainfall is approximately 650 mm, varying from 500 mm to 1100 mm spatially depending on the elevation (Chen 
2013). We focus on the Goulburn River catchment as it has previously been used for a number of hydrology studies and 
has extensive field instrumentation for monitoring hydrology.  

 

Figure 1 Goulburn River catchment and the study area. 

 

3. Data 

3.1 NARCliM data 

The climate dataset used in this study was generated by the NARCliM project which provides data for the NSW and ACT 
governments to design their climate change adaptation plans. The NARCliM project provides dynamically downscaled 
climate data for southeast Australia at 10 km resolution. This dataset is a collection of GCM simulations downscaled using 
the WRF RCM (Evans et al. 2012, Evans et al. 2014, Ji et al. 2014). Four different GCMs from the World Climate Re-
search Programme's (WCRP's) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3) multi-model dataset (Meehl et 
al. 2007), that have been shown to perform well in southeast Australia, were used to set the initial and boundary conditions 
for the WRF simulations (Evans et al. 2013). Three configurations (R1, R2 and R3) of WRF were used to downscale each 
GCM to provide a measure of the uncertainty associated not only with the GCM but RCM simulations also. In addition to 
the GCM-driven simulations, three control run simulations (R1, R2 and R3) driven by the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis for the 
60-year period of 1950–2009 have also been performed (Evans et al. 2013, Evans et al. 2014).  
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In this paper, statistical testing has been performed on the three downscaled NCEP/NCAR reanalyses (1950–2009). In 
order to minimise the confusion between the names of the datasets, R1, R2 and R3 simulations driven by the NCEP/NCAR 
reanalysis are referred to as R1, R2 and R3 reanalysis while all three datasets together are collectively referred to as NAR-
CliM reanalyses in this paper.   

The rainfall data used in this paper does not include any bias corrections as the bias corrected rainfall dataset was not 
available at the time of the analyses in this paper. However, the assessment of uncorrected data allows us to genuinely 
identify the intrinsic characteristics of the RCMs. 

3.2 Observed rainfall 

The Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) has 20 daily rainfall stations currently operating within the study area. In 
this analysis, three stations representing mountainous and flat terrain conditions were chosen, all of which have been in 
operation for over 60 years and are mostly free of missing data during the years overlapping the NARCliM reanalyses. The 
daily rainfall data were obtained from the BOM website (www.bom.gov.au). These three stations were selected using three 
criteria: length of record, continuity of record during the reanalysis time period, and location. Details of these stations 
along with the NARCliM grid points which cover these rainfall stations are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1. The analyses 
in this paper focus on these three rain gauges and corresponding NARCliM grid points.  

 

Station 
number 

Station 
name 

Data availabil-
ity (% of total 
days in the  
1950–2009 
period) 

Annual 
mini-
mum  
(mm) 

Annual 
maxi-
mum  
(mm) 

Annual 
mean 
(mm) 

Terrain 
condition 

Eleva-
tion of 
station 
(m) 

Corresponding 
NARCliM grid 
point with ele-
vation (m) 

61002 
Blackville 
(Krui Vale) 

100 457.1 1787.3 911.1 mountainous 610 P1, 619.9 

61075 
Merriwa 
(Bowglen) 

98.3 286.1 1332.7 611.7 rolling hills 380 P2, 308.7 

62032 
Wollar  
(Barrigan 
St) 

98.3 233.1 1205.3 629.4 flat 366 P3, 546.6 

 

Table 1  Statistics of BOM rain gauges 

 

In addition to the rainfall stations, we also use the Bureau of Meteorology's AWAP 5 km resolution gridded daily rainfall 
dataset. The AWAP rainfall grids are derived from the observed daily rainfall from gauges within the BOM gauging net-
work (up to approximately 7500 gauges, both open and closed) (Jones et al. 2009). In the derivation of AWAP, the ob-
served daily/monthly gauge rainfall is decomposed into a monthly average and associated daily/monthly anomaly series, 
where the anomalies are weakly related to topography. The average and anomaly series are interpolated onto a grid. The 
AWAP rainfall grids are then produced by multiplying the climate average and anomaly grids and incorporate an unex-
plained microscale variance term to allow for observational or measurement error, and hence exact reproduction of gauged 
rainfall values at each gauge location is not expected (Jones et al. 2009, Tozer et al. 2012). We use this 5 km AWAP da-
taset to address the differences in the spatial resolutions of the point scale rainfall stations and the gridded NARCliM da-
tasets. The raw 5 km resolution AWAP gridded data was aggregated up to 10 km to be consistent with the 10 km NAR-
CliM grid.  
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3.3 Methodology 

The time series of the NARCliM R1, R2 and R3 reanalyses, AWAP and ground based rain gauge measurements were used 
for the analysis. The analysis is in two parts: (1) autocorrelation and cross correlation analysis for single grid points, and 
(2) spatial variability at catchment scale (all grid points).   

3.4 Single grid point analysis 

Autocorrelation analysis 

The initial testing of the three NARCliM reanalyses was focused on the autoregressive characteristics of the time series, 
specifically the autocorrelation values at different lags. Autocorrelation is also termed ‘lagged correlation’ or ‘serial corre-
lation’, which refers to the correlation between members of a series of numbers arranged in time. A statistically significant 
non-zero value indicates that the values in the time series are not independent with time while zero value indicates that the 
time series is uncorrelated (i.e. white noise). Our focus is on autocorrelations as reservoir performance is affected by per-
sistence in runoff. 

The autocorrelations at the three NARCliM grid points were evaluated against the ground based gauge measurements and 
AWAP data (see Figure 1 and Table 1). The analysis was performed as follows. First, the daily rainfall series of each se-
lected grid point of each reanalysis was aggregated to three different resolutions: fortnightly, monthly and annual. Similar-
ly, the AWAP and daily rainfall series at the three rain gauges in Table 1 were aggregated into the fortnightly, monthly and 
annual resolutions. Daily autocorrelations were not used due to the large number of days with zero rainfall.  

Next, before comparing the autocorrelations (which requires that the data be approximately Gaussian distributed), each 
time series was transformed to have a zero skewness (i.e. so that the data are approximately Gaussian distributed) using the 
Box-Cox power transformation (Box and Cox 1964, Siriwardena et al. 2006, Chiew et al. 2014). As the Box-Cox power 
transformation requires that all data be greater than zero, the zero rainfall values of the aggregated datasets were replaced 
with a value of 0.2 mm prior to the power transformation. A value of 0.2 mm was chosen because Parkinson (1986), refer-
ring to the data records of the Australian Bureau of Meteorology, indicated that rainfall values below 0.2 mm/day are con-
sidered to be zero rainfall. This means that rainfall values which are considered as zeros might lie in the range of 0 to 
0.2 mm. The Box-Cox power transformation is  

 1 ⁄  (1) 

where y is the transformed variate, x is the original data variate, and λ is the Box-Cox power parameter. By selecting a val-
ue of λ that results in the skewness of y being close to zero, the distribution of y is often found to be approximately Gaussi-
an. 

Autocorrelations at different lags were calculated for all three reanalyses, AWAP and gauge data at each grid point (P1, P2 
and P3) for all three time resolutions. The autocorrelation of the raw datasets exhibits a seasonal signal. To see if there is 
any persistence in the seasonal anomalies, the fortnightly and monthly rainfall time series were seasonally detrended, using 
the mean and standard deviation  

 ⁄  (2) 

where Zn is the detrended rainfall, the subscript n refers to the individual data points (monthly or fortnightly series), Yn is 
the raw rainfall, μ is the mean rainfall (of each month or fortnight) and σ is the standard deviation (of each month or fort-
night). The autocorrelation analysis was repeated on the residual anomaly time series after the seasonal detrending.   

Cross correlation analysis 

In order to assess whether the NARCliM reanalyses rainfall are significantly different from observed rainfall, correlations 
between reanalysis, and gauge and AWAP were calculated for daily, fortnightly, monthly and annual resolutions using 
Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (r) (Pearson 1895). The results for the cross correlations are presented as scatter plots. 
However, it should be noted that the reanalyses and AWAP rainfall are 10 km gridded datasets while the gauge is a point 
value, selected to lie inside the corresponding grid box.  
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3.5 Spatial variability of statistics at catchment scale 

The spatial variability of rainfall can be assessed by several measures. In this section the mean, coefficient of variation (Cv) 
and the lag-1 autocorrelation of the NARCliM reanalyses and AWAP were computed for each grid cell of the entire study 
area and the statistical values were mapped spatially. The analysis is similar to McMahon et al. (2008) who investigated 
the spatial variability of rainfall using the coefficient of variation and lag-1 autocorrelation.  

The mean, Cv and the lag-1 autocorrelation plots were created at different time resolutions to examine the temporal varia-
bility of the rainfall across the study area.  

4. Results  

4.1 Single grid point analysis 

Autocorrelation analysis 

In this section, results of the autocorrelation analysis of the NARCliM reanalyses and AWAP rainfall at single grid points, 
and observed rain gauge rainfall are presented. The autocorrelation values at different lags are shown by the correlograms 
generated for fortnightly, monthly and annual time resolutions. The correlograms for the R1, R2 and R3 reanalyses and 
AWAP at grid point P1, and rainfall station 61002 are presented in Figure 2. Similarly, the autocorrelations of NARCliM 
reanalyses at P2 and P3 were compared with the corresponding AWAP pixel and rainfall station (see Table 1) and are 
shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.  

For each of the three locations (Figures 2, 3 and 4) the observed gauge and AWAP series have very similar autocorrelation 
values at all time resolutions. At the fortnight and month resolution, there is a weak seasonal signal, with significant auto-
correlations at 1 and 2 years. At the annual resolution, there is no significant signal, with all values falling within the 95% 
confidence limits of the null hypothesis (i.e. the autocorrelations are not significantly different from 0).  

For the three NARCliM reanalyses, the correlograms in Figures 2, 3 and 4 show a clear seasonal signal for the fortnight 
and month resolutions. However, the seasonal signal is much stronger in R1 and R2 reanalyses compared with the R3 rea-
nalysis.  

In addition to a strong seasonal cycle, the R1 and R2 reanalyses overestimate the autocorrelation values of the observed 
gauge and AWAP rainfall. The R3 reanalysis better reproduces the autocorrelations of the gauge and AWAP data than R1 
and R2, especially at grid points P1 and P2. These differences in the autocorrelations of R1, R2 and R3, are unsurprising as 
Evans et al. (2014) selected three configurations of the WRF model that were as independent as possible. At grid point P3 
all three NARCliM reanalyses overestimate the autocorrelations of observed gauge and AWAP rainfall. This overestima-
tion of the autocorrelations at grid point P3 could be attributed to the NARCliM RCMs averaging the topography over 
each grid point. We speculate that a smoother lower resolved topography may result in a lower sensitivity to wind direc-
tion and thus any spatially random effects as a result of the orographic influence on rainfall. If the rainfall is a function of 
elevation (Hutchinson 1998a, b), this would suggest that NARCliM simulated rainfall series would have been affected by 
this averaging of topography. Further, the elevations shown in Table 1 show that elevation of the rain gauge (62032) is 
different to that of the corresponding NARCliM reanalysis grid point. The averaging effect of the topography of NAR-
CliM reanalysis is more pronounced at grid point P3; grid point P3 is located in a flat area surrounded by the nearby steep 
cliffs and high elevation plateaus while the terrain around grid points P1 and P2 is rolling hills and distant mountains.  
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Figure 2 Correlograms of NARCliM reanalysis and observed data at grid point P1.The shaded regions are the 95% 
confidence limits of the null hypothesis (i.e. the correlations are not significantly different from 0). 
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Figure 3 Correlograms of NARCliM reanalysis and observed data at grid point P2. The shaded regions are the 95% 
confidence limits of the null hypothesis (i.e. the correlations are not significantly different from 0). 
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Figure 4 Correlograms of NARCliM reanalysis and observed data at grid point P3. The shaded regions are the 95% 
confidence limits of the null hypothesis (i.e. the correlations are not significantly different from 0). 

 

The correlograms generated for the detrended time series of each reanalysis dataset at P1, P2 and P3 grid points are shown 
in Figures 5, 6 and 7, respectively. All correlograms show a statistically significant lag-1 correlation, and the value of this 
correlation in the gauge and AWAP data is well matched by NARCliM. For lags greater than five there are few statistical-
ly significant results in either gauge and AWAP, or NARCliM. However, for lags between one and five the results are less 
definitive with some time series showing significant correlations. For monthly data there are generally significant correla-
tions in gauge and AWAP to lag-5 that are sometimes replicated in NARCliM. For the fortnightly data there is no con-
sistent trend either in the gauge and AWAP data, or in NARCliM. The reduction in the number of significant autocorrela-
tions for lags greater than one in the correlograms for the original and detrended data is consistent with a strong seasonal 
signal. The overly strong seasonal signal of NARCliM reanalyses in Figures 2, 3 and 4 might be changed by bias correc-
tion. The results shown suggest that, even though we can eliminate the resolution disagreement of using a gridded ob-
served dataset (i.e. AWAP instead of point rain gauges), the results remain the same showing discrepancies between the 
NARCliM reanalyses and observed data. 
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Figure 5 Correlograms of detrended NARCliM reanalysis and observed data at grid point P1. The shaded regions are 
the 95% confidence limits of the null hypothesis (i.e. the correlations are not significantly different from 0). 
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Figure 6 Correlograms of detrended NARCliM reanalysis and observed data at grid point P2.The shaded regions are 
the 95% confidence limits of the null hypothesis (i.e. the correlations are not significantly different from 0). 
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Figure 7 Correlograms of detrended NARCliM reanalysis and observed data at grid point P3. The shaded regions are 
the 95% confidence limits of the null hypothesis (i.e. the correlations are not significantly different from 0).  

 

Cross correlation analysis 

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the scatter plots of the NARCliM reanalyses at grid point P1 versus gauge and AWAP rainfall 
at daily, fortnightly, monthly and annual time resolutions. Visual inspection of the scatter plots shows that the rainfall is 
systematically overestimated by all NARCliM reanalyses for the fortnightly, monthly and annual resolutions. This will 
likely be corrected in the bias corrected rainfall. The daily rainfall of the NARCliM reanalyses shows a poor agreement to 
the gauge and AWAP data. The results for P2 and P3 are also similar to the grid point P1 and are not shown.  
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Figure 8 Scatter plots of NARCliM reanalysis vs rain gauge (61002) in log scale at grid point P1: (a) day, (b) fort-
night, (c) month and (d) annual. Note that only non-zero rainfall values are plotted. 
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Figure 9 Scatter plots of NARCliM reanalysis vs AWAP in log scale at grid point P1: (a) day, (b) fortnight, (c) month 
and (d) annual. Note that only non-zero rainfall values are plotted. 

 

To summarise the results, cross correlations (r values) computed for the NARCliM reanalyses versus gauge rainfall and 
AWAP at grid point P1, P2 and P3 are shown in Figure 10a, 10b and 10c, respectively. Correlations ranging from 0.12 to 
0.51 show a poor agreement between the reanalyses, and gauge and AWAP data. The highest correlation values are 0.49 
(grid point P2 for R1 reanalysis versus AWAP) and 0.51 (grid point P1 for R2 reanalysis versus gauge) for the annual res-
olution while for the fortnightly resolution R3 reanalysis shows the highest cross correlation of 0.36 at two grid points 
(grid point P1 for R3 reanalysis versus gauge and grid point P3 for R3 reanalysis versus AWAP). Interestingly, grid point 
P1, which represents the mountainous area, shows a better correlation with gauge data compared to the other two grid 
points located in the flat area, though the improvement is small. Comparing the correlations between the reanalyses, and 
gauge and AWAP data, the NARCliM reanalyses tend to be slightly more correlated to the AWAP than gauge rainfall for 
all time resolutions at all grid points.  
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Figure 10 Pearson’s Correlation coefficients (r) at three grid points: (a) P1, (b) P2 and (c) P3. 

 

The low correlations between the reanalyses and estimates of observed rainfall in Figures 8–10 likely reflects the charac-
teristics of how the NARCliM reanalyses were generated. The reanalyses used the NCEP/NCAR 250 km reanalysis, which 
was best fit to observed climate data (including rainfall). In the first stage of the downscaling the 50 km domain used the 
~250 km reanalysis climate data and sea surface temperature as its boundary conditions (i.e. the 250 km data were applied 
around the boundary of the 50 km domain). Likewise in the second stage when the 10 km data was generated from the 50 
km data, the 50 km data were used as the boundary condition on the 10 km domain. In neither the 50 km nor the 10 km 
downscaling was any data assimilation of climate or rainfall data performed, so the sub-250 km downscaled data only re-
flects actual observed rainfall to the extent that the 250 km boundaries and the 10 km resolution topography constrain the 
internal dynamics of the regional climate model within the domain. Accordingly we do not expect day-to-day rainfall in 
the NARCliM reanalyses to match the day-to-day observed rainfall, and Figures 8–10 confirm that, but we do expect that 
the statistical properties should be reproduced (i.e. the rainfall probability distribution functions, and autocorrelations). 

Correlations between the three NARCliM reanalyses (i.e. R1 versus R2, etc.) were also calculated at grid point P1 (Fig-
ure 11). The low correlations ranging from 0.3 to 0.6 are similar to the correlations between NARCliM reanalysis, gauge 
and AWAP (Figure 8 and 9), and confirm that the RCMs are not highly correlated, thus, conditionally independent from 
each other. This is consistent with the design of the NARCliM project where Evans et al. (2014) chose three RCM config-
urations that were as independent as possible from each other. 

Overall, the poor agreement between the NARCliM reanalyses, and gauge and AWAP data raises unanswered questions 
about whether the NARCliM reanalysis datasets are sufficiently reliable to be used for reservoir analysis, particularly 
when generating estimates of runoff. In general, rainfall-runoff models are used to generate the daily runoff yield required 
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for reservoir analysis and are typically calibrated using observed rain gauge data at daily resolution. Therefore, this analy-
sis suggests that NARCliM rainfall data cannot be used to drive a rainfall-runoff model calibrated to observed data and 
further, it is unlikely to generate correct estimates of runoff even if rainfall-runoff models are calibrated to NARCliM rain-
fall, particularly if the catchment average errors in NARCliM are greater than the catchment average errors in rain gauge 
and AWAP data. It is important to note that the uncertainties associated with gauge and AWAP data cannot be neglected, 
particularly for possible interpolation errors in AWAP, there is no simple way of assessing how accurately each dataset 
captures the rainfall in ungauged areas (Tozer et al. 2012).   

 

Figure 11 Scatter plots between NARCliM reanalysis individual runs in log scale at grid point P1: (a) day, (b) fort-
night, (c) month and (d) annual. Note that only non-zero rainfall values are plotted. 

 

4.2 Catchment scale spatial variability of statistics 

This section presents the spatial variability of statistics for the NARCliM reanalyses and AWAP data. Figure 12 shows the 
spatial distribution of mean annual rainfall. Low annual rainfalls (less than 1200 mm/year) are simulated across much of 
the centre, east and west of the study area, while the highest rainfalls (up to 2000 mm/year) generally are simulated in the 
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northern and southern regions. The mean annual rainfall is noticeably higher in R1 and R3 compared to R2. This is con-
sistent with the relative trends at P1, P2 and P3 in Figure 8. Comparing the mean annual rainfall of the reanalyses with 
AWAP data, all three reanalyses (uncorrected) overestimate the mean annual rainfall for almost all grid points. However, 
R2 reanalysis has rainfall depths most similar to AWAP.   

 

Figure 12 Spatial distribution of mean annual rainfall (mm) of NARCliM reanalysis data and AWAP. 

 

The elevations of the study area are shown in Figure 13. The highest annual rainfall occurs in the south and north of the 
study area where the Blue Mountains and Liverpool Ranges are (see Figure 13b). McMahon (1964) found that there is a 
direct influence of topography on rainfall in the Hunter Valley. Hutchinson (1998a, b) also analysed this dependence of the 
rainfall with elevation using five spline models (which have different dependence with elevation) examined by Hutchinson 
(1995a) and found that rainfall is highly correlated with elevation. Fully exploring this correlation is beyond the scope of 
this paper and will be presented in a future study. However, as a preliminary result the relationship between NARCliM 
rainfall and elevation is shown in Figure 14.  The positive trends shown in the scatter plots generated for the three reanal-
yses confirm that the high rainfall values are mostly associated with higher elevations. Particularly, R2 shows the highest 
correlation (r = 0.53) between rainfall and elevation.  

 

Figure 13 Goulburn River field site: (a) topography map of the area (as defined and used in NARCliM) and (b) Google 
Earth aerial photo for the same region. 
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Figure 14 Scatter plots of annual rainfall vs elevation for each grid point in Figure 13a. 

 

Figure 15 shows the spatial variation of the coefficient of variation (Cv) at daily, fortnightly, monthly and annual resolu-
tion. Overall, the Cv ranging from 2 to 3.25 at the daily resolution shows high rainfall variability across the catchment for 
all reanalyses. Compared with the spatial variability of the mean (Figure 12), the spatial variation in Cv is relatively small 
and appears to be related to the spatial variation in the mean rainfall. The higher Cv values for the reanalyses and AWAP in 
the centre of Figure 15a show that rainfall is more variable in the centre, than the northern and southern regions where 
there are higher elevations. For the longer resolutions, R1 and R2 reanalyses show a northwest to southeast band of high 
Cv through the centre of the study area which has a strong similarity with AWAP. However, for the annual resolution there 
seems to be no similarity in the spatial pattern of the reanalyses and AWAP. For R1 and R2 reanalysis, it appears that the 
rainfall variability is influenced by the topography of the study area, with lower Cv in the higher elevation regions. 

The R3 reanalysis has higher daily rainfall variability than R1 and R2, but R2 has higher variability for other time resolu-
tions. R3 also shows a different spatial pattern to R1 and R2 with a northeast to southwest banding that appears to be unre-
lated to the topography. Compared with AWAP, all reanalyses underestimated the Cv for all grid points of the catchment. 
R2 has the most similar Cv to AWAP, both the values and spatial pattern. 

Figure 16 shows the spatial patterns of the lag-1 autocorrelation coefficient for the NARCliM and AWAP gridded data. 
The general spatial patterns of R1, R2 and R3 are similar, with R3 being different at the annual resolution. R3 has signifi-
cantly weaker autocorrelations than R1 and R2. When compared with AWAP R3 has similar magnitude autocorrelations, 
but has significantly higher autocorrelations at the annual resolution. While the spatial patterns of all the reanalyses are 
similar to each other (though the average values vary significantly between reanalyses) their patterns are completely dif-
ferent from the pattern of AWAP. Comparing the three reanalyses, at fortnightly and monthly resolutions, the lag-1 auto-
correlations of R1 and R2 are overestimated to a greater extent than R3, with both R3 and AWAP having autocorrelations 
very close to zero. This result is consistent with the lag-1 autocorrelations shown in Figure 2, 3 and 4. For the annual reso-
lution, all three reanalyses overestimated the lag-1 autocorrelation of AWAP. In what is perhaps the most intriguing result 
the annual AWAP data shows a large area of negative lag-1 autocorrelations, which is not shown in any of the reanalyses. 
This result is probably marginally statistically significant because the 95% confidence limits for lag-1 annual analyses are 
about 0.25 to –0.25 (see the lag-1 95% confidence limits for the annual analyses in Figures 2–4), very similar to the ob-
served result of -0.3. The results presented here are broadly consistent with Parana Manage et al. (2015) who showed simi-
lar results for a catchment directly east of this site and much closer to the ocean. In particular, this included regions of neg-
ative lag-1 annual autocorrelations that were not seen in NARCliM, though that map was not shown in their paper (see 
Parana Manage, in prep).  
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Figure 15 Spatial distribution of coefficient of variation Cv of rainfall for NARCliM reanalysis data and AWAP: (a) 
day, (b) fortnight, (c) month and (d) annual. 
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Figure 16 Spatial distribution of lag-1 correlation of rainfall for NARCliM reanalysis data and AWAP:  (a) fortnight, 
(b) month and (c) annual. 

 

5. Discussion 

This study has compared three downscaled RCM gridded climate datasets (R1, R2 and R3) against point scale rain gauge 
and gridded AWAP datasets. The initial testing of the rainfall focused on the autoregressive characteristics of time series 
along with a cross-correlation analysis performed at daily, fortnightly, monthly and annual time resolutions. Additionally, 
in order to identify the spatial characteristics of each dataset, the spatial variability of statistics of the gridded rainfall series 
were calculated and plotted across the study catchment. 

The autocorrelation analysis shows that all three NARCliM reanalyses were able to successfully reproduce the seasonal 
variability present in the observed rainfall at each time resolution irrespective of the spatial location. Capturing the season-
al cycle is of much interest in Australia, where significant seasonal shifts in predominant patterns and distributions of rain-
fall and temperature can occur. Compared with the gauge and AWAP autocorrelations, the R1 and R2 reanalyses often 
overestimate the strength of the autocorrelation at each lag while the R3 reanalysis tends to produce a closer agreement to 
the observed autocorrelations. This overestimation may be a result of our using the raw data without bias correction. The 
overestimated autocorrelations of all three reanalyses suggests that if they are used in reservoir analysis, they will tend to 
predict longer durations for wet and dry periods, and likely over-predict the spillage from dams (i.e. wet periods) and the 
duration of periods of near empty reservoirs (i.e. dry periods). The NARCliM autocorrelations better matched the observed 
autocorrelation signal at higher elevations, compared with lower elevations, in the study region. It is also possible that the 
spatial averaging of elevation within the NARCliM pixels is affecting the results, particularly where rainfall volume is 
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closely related to topography. These results suggest that the RCM datasets (without bias correction) are not sufficiently 
able to reproduce the correct variability and persistence shown in the observed data, even though they are capable of re-
producing the correct timing of the seasonal cycle of the observed data.   

NARCliM’s ability to reproduce observed rainfall depths was also evaluated. The correlations between the NARCliM rea-
nalyses and observed rainfall depths were low ranging from 0.12 to 0.51. These correlations characterise the ability of the 
reanalyses to deterministically reproduce the observed runoff series. Given that the reanalyses were driven at the ~250 km 
resolution by NCEP/NCAR reanalysis then at least part of the fit reflects the ability of NCEP/NCAR to reproduce the rain-
fall, while part of the correlation reflects the dynamics of the RCMs that are used to downscale. No data assimilation of 
rainfall (gauge rainfall or AWAP) was done during the downscaling, so it is an open question as to how much determinis-
tic fit should be expected from the RCMs, over and above that of NCEP/NCAR, but both the distance from the coast and 
the topography (which are both better represented in the higher resolution RCM) are likely to condition the spatial patterns 
of rainfall predicted, though it is unclear how much impact these would have on the temporal characteristics of the rainfall. 
Figure 10 provides some preliminary insight into this question because the difference in the correlations between the rea-
nalyses reflects these internal dynamics. For annual rainfall, the minimum correlation is about 0.3 and the maximum 0.5, 
so at a minimum NCEP/NCAR accounts for 10% of the variance (r2 = 0.32). Cross-correlation between the reanalyses was 
also done and the correlations were only slightly higher than those between NARCliM and the ground based data suggest-
ing that the internal dynamics of the RCMs plays a major role in driving the deterministic details of the rainfall time se-
ries’.  

The highest cross correlations were found for monthly and annual time resolutions. All the NARCliM reanalyses for fort-
nightly, monthly and annual resolutions systematically overestimate the observed rainfall, but bias correction will no doubt 
improve this aspect of the fit to the observed data. The analysis performed for different terrains revealed that the NAR-
CliM reanalyses were able to more reliably reproduce the rainfall data in mountainous areas than lower elevation and flat-
ter areas in our study region. 

When NARCliM RCM data do not produce the long-term observed rainfall characteristics correctly, the reliability of using 
this data in rainfall-runoff models to generate estimates of runoff is questionable. The poor agreement between RCM data 
and observed rainfall shows that NARCliM simulations cannot be reliably used as inputs for the rainfall-runoff models 
calibrated to rain gauge data. There is an open question as to whether recalibration of the rainfall-runoff model using 
NARCliM reanalysis and observed runoff would improve runoff prediction accuracy, compared with an existing model 
calibrated to sparse observed point rainfall measurements. 

The spatial variation of mean rainfall for all NARCliM reanalyses grid points in the catchment revealed that the mean an-
nual rainfall is higher in the hilly areas in all three reanalyses but R1 and R3 produce higher rainfall than R2. The spatial 
variation in the coefficient of variation shows similar results for all three reanalyses. The spatial pattern of the coefficient 
of variation is similar for all reanalyses but is significantly different from that of AWAP. The pattern of the coefficient of 
variation for the reanalyses was similar to that for mean rainfall, which has a link with elevation. The relationship was that 
rainfall was less variable in hilly areas while flat areas show high rainfall variability. However, the rainfall variability is 
strongly influenced by the topography of the study area.  

The spatially plotted lag-1 autocorrelation results show that for the fortnightly, monthly and annual time resolutions, the 
autocorrelation values are quite low. R1 and R2 reanalysis produce higher lag-1 autocorrelations compared to the R3 rea-
nalysis. In summary, statistics calculated at the catchment scale show that the NARCliM reanalyses are not capable of re-
producing the observed spatial pattern shown by AWAP. They also tend to overestimate both mean rainfall and lag-1 cor-
relations while underestimating the coefficient of variation relative to AWAP. The ability of NARCliM reanalyses to re-
produce the spatial pattern of observed rainfall statistics is a necessary but not sufficient requirement for hydrological stud-
ies, particularly reservoir modelling.  

6. Conclusions 

The results show that the NARCliM reanalyses datasets do not reliably reproduce the correct spatial and temporal correla-
tions. Cross correlating the NARCliM reanalyses against gauge and AWAP shows that the agreement between NARCliM 
reanalysis and observed rainfall is poor and suggests that the regional climate model (RCM) reanalysis datasets do not 
produce the spatial distribution of rainfall correctly. The failure to reproduce the spatial distribution of rainfall may lead to 
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biased and incorrect reservoir dynamics if these datasets are used as inputs to rainfall-runoff models. However, it should be 
noted that the data used in this case study is uncorrected raw RCM simulations and an appropriate bias correction may 
improve the performance, though bias correction can also introduce other uncertainties and limitations (e.g. Parry et al. 
2007, Randall et al. 2007, Stainforth et al. 2007, Koutsoyiannis et al. 2008, Kiem and Verdon-Kidd 2011, Stephens et al. 
2012). Therefore, a comprehensive assessment of this bias corrected RCM data is also needed. Typically, bias correction 
adjusts the probability distribution function (PDF) of the simulation output to better match the PDF of the observed data. 
However, it is unlikely that this correction will improve the poor results for the spatial and temporal correlations, both of 
which are critical for correctly modelling the catchment hydrology. This is a topic for future research. A possible link be-
tween the statistics and topography at the catchment scale was found during this study and further research is ongoing to 
fully understand the statistical characteristics of the orographic effect. Unlike previous work on orography, the rainfall 
effect does not appear to be simply a function of elevation.  
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